POWER LINE WARNING - Ponda

Panaji : March 17, 2020
Phalguna 27, 1941

The electricity Department, S/D II, Div-X Ponda will test charge the newly erected Aerial Bunched Cable of 11 KV Nirankal feeder from Anandwadi to Bethoda and Paz village and of 11 KV Dharbandora feeder Marutinagar to Sakorda Forest office and Tambdi Surla Temple on March 20, 2020 and the same will remain charged thereafter.

All the public in the vicinity of Bethoda / Dharbandora area are advised in their own interest not to come in contact with these installations, lines, stays directly or indirectly or allow their animals to graze in nearby areas as the same is dangerous to their life and property.
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